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2 1
a b s t r a c t
22Attentive reading is a complex and cognitively demanding task that uses note-taking and annotation to
23support the reader’s interpretation of the document. When reading on paper, extensive use of highlight-
24ing and other activities are conducted to support attentive reading, but this rich behaviour is not used
25with digital documents. Many users therefore print digital documents and then interact with them in
26physical form.
27This paper presents the ‘‘Digital Reading Desk,’’ an enhanced digital reading environment that provides
28support for attentive reading, providing a large working space for notes that mimics the use of desk space
29in a conventional physical environment. The Reading Desk uses a single tool to support both annotation
30and bookmarking, simplifying both the user’s learning of the system and their use of tools. Evaluation of
31the Reading Desk indicates preference for it, as well as considerable behavioural differences between our
32approach and traditional digital reading tools.
33 2012 British Informatics Society Limited. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
34
35
36 1. Introduction
37 Reading is an ubiquitous human activity that is increasingly
38 being performed interactively on-screen, whether using traditional
39 PCs or mobile reader devices such as the Amazon Kindle or Apple
40 iPad. Studies of the use of digital text have repeatedly demon-
41 strated that poor human–computer interaction in digital reading
42 inhibits user performance (Marshall and Bly, 2005; O’Hara and
43 Sellen, 1997). Whilst research to improve the performance of these
44 reading tools has been on-going for some time, progress has been
45 slow. The increasing ubiquity of digital reading appliances—such as
46 tablets and eInk devices, which mostly replicate the interaction de-
47 sign of current desktop reader software—means that it is timely to
48 scrutinise the design and usability of electronic books and articles.
49 Attentive or ‘‘active’’ reading (Adler and Doren, 1972) is a com-
50 plex and multi-faceted activity that takes years to master. Previous
51 research has indicated that printed text on paper is a more effec-
52 tive medium for this work than digital documents (O’Hara et al.,
53 1998). However, the underlying causes of this difference are not
54 perfectly understood, and both the causes of digital inferiority
55 and the design of improved digital reading tools are on-going areas
56 of research (Marshall and Bly, 2005).
57One concept that provides a theoretical underpinning of
58effective active reading tools is what Marshall et al. describe as
59lightweight navigation: that is, ‘‘navigation that occurs either when
60people reach a particular page or when they move within an article
61in a way that is so unselfconscious that they are not apt to remem-
62ber it later’’ (Marshall and Bly, 2005). This suggests that navigation,
63and related tool use, is or should be a secondary task for the user
64and receives little conscious attention. This idea of ‘‘lightweight’’
65interaction is supported by Csikszentmihalyi’s theory of flow
66(Csikszentmihihalyi, 1990), which describes a state of mind where
67people are so involved in an activity that, effectively, nothing else
68matters. Brought together, these two concepts suggest that the
69tools used to aid active reading should require minimal attention
70to maximise the cognitive resources available for the main reading
71task. We can thus conclude, that in order to support close attentive
72reading, a digital reading environment should provide tools that
73place low demands on the user’s cognition.
74On paper, this ideal is often realised: annotation can be so sub-
75conscious, that the user is unlikely to remember doing it. The phys-
76ical properties of paper afford many actions (e.g., folding and
77flicking) that all contribute to the undemanding manipulation of
78the printed document. In contrast, the analogous digital tools are
79seldom used during reading (Sellen and Harper, 2003): while
80acquiring reading skill requires considerable time, computer-based
81tools are usually either quickly adopted or discarded. The fact that
82basic tools of digital reader software are not used, demonstrates
83that there is clear scope for improvement.
84We present a novel digital reading system that aims to support
85the needs of users engaged in attentive reading. Our design intends
0953-5438/$ - see front matter  2012 British Informatics Society Limited. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.intcom.2012.03.001
q This paper has been recommended for acceptance by Marc Hassenzahl.
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86 to reduce the cognitive attention that supporting tools require
87 from the reader. It uses a single form of note that can be used for
88 both bookmarking and annotation, and we extend the workspace
89 of the user beyond the logical pages of the document: in both cases
90 replicating lightweight properties from paper. The system we re-
91 port here is designed for a desktop PC environment, which remains
92 the primary digital hardware for active reading on longer texts
93 (Czerwinski et al., 2003).
94 This article extends work reported in our previous short paper
95 (Pearson et al., 2011) and reports a fuller range of results and find-
96 ings in greater detail. We start with a review of current research on
97 place-holding and annotation techniques. After motivating the
98 project and summarising previous research, we report the design
99 and implementation of our Digital Reading Desk system, which is
100 then followed by the description of a comparative user study that
101 assesses the system, and we conclude with a short discussion of
102 ideas and possible areas of future study.
103 1.1. Motivation
104 Research has consistently demonstrated that current digital
105 note-taking tools suffer from poor interaction design (O’Hara and
106 Sellen, 1997; Schilit et al., 1998a; Marshall, 1997). Investigating
107 how users interact with physical documents provides a useful
108 foundation for understanding the shortcomings of digital docu-
109 ment interaction. Adler et al. (1998), focus on how users undertake
110 work-related reading, and they identify the types of reading activ-
111 ities, purposes and readers that software should support. They
112 found that reading more often occurs in conjunction with writing
113 than in isolation. The authors therefore suggest that any digital
114 reading device which does not support marking will have limited
115 value in work-related reading activities. The paper reports that
116 users construct a contextual understanding of the text as they read,
117 and that writing and drawing (e.g., underlining) supports their pri-
118 mary reading activity.
119 O’Hara and Sellen’s study of electronic document use (O’Hara
120 and Sellen, 1997) demonstrates that although digital documents
121 offer some advantages over paper (e.g., search), in the case of read-
122 ing for the purpose of (later) writing, the benefits of paper far out-
123 weigh those of online documents. They also establish that the
124 causes of this are not limited to, and indeed are minimally influ-
125 enced by, physical display properties such as screen resolution or
126 contrast. Rather, they argue that that the differences in paper
127 and online documents are more to do with the advantages that pa-
128 per offers in annotation, fast navigation and spacial layout. The
129 authors conclude that understanding the use of paper can help im-
130 prove the design of digital reading technologies.
131 1.2. Problems
132 Current digital note-taking tools lack the usability of their phys-
133 ical paper counterparts, which results in low rates of use and many
134 users opting to print documents to read them (Sellen and Harper,
135 2003). As we move closer to the ideal of a paperless office (Sellen
136 and Harper, 2003), it becomes more important that document
137 mark-up tools are as easy to use as possible. Our goal is to further
138 understand how to provide truly lightweight interaction by build-
139 ing on evidence from earlier research (Buchanan and Pearson,
140 2008; Pearson et al., 2009; Schilit et al., 1998b). Before we continue
141 to the design of our implementation, we briefly describe three
142 problem areas we believe contribute to the unintuitive nature of
143 digital readers.
144 1.2.1. Space
145 The result of recent studies on paper and digital annotation
146 (Pearson et al., 2009) brought us to the conclusion that the
147margins, and the space surrounding the document (e.g., the desk),
148perform an integral role in the physical mark-up process. Fig. 1
149shows an example of note-taking on paper: here, the desk area sur-
150rounding the book is being used to keep notes that remain in place
151regardless of the currently open page. Unfortunately, there is no
152comparable workspace in most digital interfaces, a factor we be-
153lieve contributes to the poor usability of digital note-taking tools.
154See Aim A1, in Section 3.1.
1551.2.2. Multiple complex tools
156On paper, it is common for one tool to have multiple functions.
157For example, a ruler can be used to measure as well as to draw
158straight lines (Dix, 2007). Similarly, physical pages can be marked
159easily by simply slipping in a piece of scrap paper or sticking a
160Post-it. Such placeholders can also serve as a note simply by being
161visible, and of course by any writing on it (Fig. 1). Digitally how-
162ever, these functions are typically separated into two distinct tools:
163such as the tree list bookmark structure of Adobe Acrobat (Fig. 2)
164and its separate note-taking facility. Previous work (Buchanan
165and Pearson, 2008) on place-holding has used a visual interface
166with coloured ‘‘tabs’’ for bookmarks (Fig. 3), giving more visibility
167than existing interaction designs but still does not allow multiple
168uses. See Aim A2, in Section 3.1, for details on how we plan to over-
169come the problem of tool overload within digital documents.
1701.2.3. Menu navigation
171When a user is engaged in active reading, it is vital that they de-
172vote as much time as possible to their main task, and not to the
173control of supporting tools. Csikszentmihalyi’s theory of ‘‘flow’’
174(Csikszentmihihalyi, 1990) describes a state of complete concen-
175tration upon a task, to the point at which a user is so absorbed that
176all other considerations are forgotten. To experience flow, the user
177must be highly skilled and engaged in a challenging task, without
178distractions that divert the focus of attention. We hypothesise that
179annotation and bookmarking tools are secondary to the main task
180of ‘‘reading.’’ Indeed, researchers such as Adler et al. (1998) and
181Marshall and Bly (2005) have suggested that the conscious effort
182demanded by digital note-taking tools impedes the main active
183reading task: a view corroborated by the theory of flow. Therefore,
184our intention is to arrive at an interaction where the tools become
185transparent to the central active reading task, where flow should
186be experienced.
187Turning the user’s attention away from the main text to control
188features such as menus will, likely, displace their focus from the
189text. We exploit direct manipulation (Shneiderman and Plaisant,
Fig. 1. An example of Post-its being used in a physical book.
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190 2004) to minimise the number of menu controls, and consequently
191 maintain the user’s visual focus close to the user’s point of atten-
192 tion in text. See Aim A3, in Section 3.1.
193 2. Related work
194 This paper focuses upon user interaction issues in the creation
195 and editing of digital notes. This general area and topic has been
196 studied by researchers from a number of different disciplines over
197 recent years. Digital library researchers have investigated both
198technical issues for storing and retrieving annotations (e.g.,
199Frommholz and Fuhr, 2006), and the human–computer interaction
200issues surrounding note-taking work (Marshall, 1997). In this sec-
201tion we investigate the existing research on the HCI of reading and
202note-taking, beginning with broader socio-technical issues, before
203turning to concerns of interaction design.
2042.1. Reading in digital and print media
205The comparison of physical and digital reading has been an on-
206going area of research for over thirty years. Early research investi-
207gated fundamentals such as comprehension, speed and efficiency
208(O’Hara and Sellen, 1997; Dillon, 1992). Later research embarked
209on a wider range of issues, and established reading as a complex
210activity that required significant support for the user’s cognition.
211The majority of this research has rated the performance of digital
212documents unfavourably compared to paper (Sellen and Harper,
2132003).
214Annotation has been compared between digital and print media
215(Sellen and Harper, 2003; Marshall, 1997). The outcome of these
216different studies has been a growing body of evidence that there
217is a lower rates of annotation on conventional digital documents
218than on paper. This mirrors the differences observed in studies of
219reading in general. There is general pattern of behaviour where
220users prefer to print and annotate or mark-up the paper copy of
221an electronic document (Sellen and Harper, 2003; Marshall,
2221997). Investigations of reading software design drew similar con-
223clusions, and reinforced the building evidence that annotation is a
224critical support to a user’s attentive reading (Schilit et al., 1998a).
225In addition, research that studied reading within the context of
226its physical environment demonstrated that people use this phys-
227ical space to organise their work and place meaning on it (Adler
228et al., 1998), another pattern confirmed when reading software
229was evaluated (Marshall et al., 1999). This result is consistent with
230the findings of key literature that shaped the field of spatial hyper-
231text (e.g., Malone, 1983).
2322.2. The book metaphor
233Given the apparent advantage of print, some researchers have
234sought to reproduce the experience of physical books as literally
235as possible when using digital texts. This allows the direct transfer
236of the behaviours from the physical to digital domain. Different ap-
237proaches have been taken within this general paradigm. We first
238examine research into ‘‘realistic books’’ that present a very literal,
239visualisation of a text as if it were a ‘‘real book.’’ We subsequently
240study the ways in which printed books have been supplemented
241with digital technologies to enhance the user’s experience of
242reading.
2432.2.1. Realistic books
244Liesaputra and Ian (2008) produce a visual reproduction of a
245printed books on the computer display. The ‘‘Realistic Book’’ sys-
246tem closely imitates paper, including a double-page spread, pages
247curling as the user navigates between them, and applying ageing
248processes to heavily read pages. The paper-like behaviours are pri-
249marily visual, rather than interactive (e.g., the appearance of pages
250being turned). The closest similarity to our work appears where
251bookmarks project beyond the physical paper. However, the posi-
252tion and size of these are standardised and computer-controlled, as
253opposed to our freeform, user-controlled approach.
254Later work expanded on this concept, with modifications to the
255rendering of the ‘‘book’’ and the addition of new features such as
256search, and enhanced facilities, including bookmarks. These often
257combine; for example, if a search is done across a book, marks
258are displayed that indicate the each page which contains a hit.
Fig. 2. Example of the tree bookmark structure used in Adobe Acrobat.
Fig. 3. The Visual Bookmarking system. The coloured ‘tabs’ represent bookmarked
pages: those that appear on the top left are on pages that are chronologically before
the current page and those that are on the bottom right are chronologically after the
current page. Changing the current page will cause the bookmarks to ‘‘flip’’
accordingly.
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259 These tags appear in much the way that Post-it tags would if they
260 projected out from the page (Liesaputra et al., 2009).
261 However, there have been limitations to these literal
262 approaches. The turning of the page, whilst aesthetically pleasing,
263 is not necessarily a positive contribution to usability. The response
264 speed of the program is reduced, due to the computational cost of
265 rendering page turning in detail. Besides such detail, the behaviour
266 of the programs is much akin to previous document reader soft-
267 ware. The use of tabbedmarkers to indicate search hits was not clo-
268 sely examined by experiment, and thus the potential of that
269 approach is not scientifically established. While the overall perfor-
270 mance of the realistic book—compared to a PDF—was established in
271 terms of time-efficiency, which elements of the design were critical
272 to achieving this was not made clear. It is also not clear how other
273 uses of the same rendering technique would perform, in terms of
274 usability.
275 2.2.2. Augmenting real books
276 Wu et al. (2008) supplement physical books with digital, inter-
277 active services. This method provide digital enhancements, where
278 there is perceived to be an electronic advantage—e.g., in providing
279 hyperlinked material, projected around a physical book. This
280 strand of research frequently exploits the perceived value of the
281 working space that contextualises physical items, and places the
282 individual text within a richer reading environment that expands
283 beyond the boundaries of the page. Whilst we do not follow their
284 interest in physical books as the reading medium, we exploit the
285 ‘‘space’’ around a document to help enhance the user’s active read-
286 ing. The key difference is that our interest is in digital documents.
287 2.2.3. Reading appliances
288 A final way in which the metaphor of the book has been ex-
289 plored is the use of so-called ‘‘reading appliances.’’ The foremost
290 project in this area is XLibris, which created a tablet-like device
291 that supported reading different texts and provided a variety of
292 annotation tools. The emphasis of the project was on studying
293 reading outside of the desktop PC, and the impact of both physical
294 form and interaction on the overall reading experience.
295 Our own research endeavours to be device independent; there-
296 fore some of our concerns diverge from the appliance focus of XLi-
297 bris. Nonetheless, the XLibris project did investigate user
298 annotation practices, including the use of free-form ink annotation
299 (Schilit et al., 1998a). Our own focus here complements the XLibris
300 work: our interest in space is not a primary aim of the various XLi-
301 bris publications, nor are we attending to achieve free-form ink
302 annotation.
303 3. The Digital Reading Desk
304 The existing literature has demonstrated the value of mark-up
305 to support active reading (Adler et al., 1998). However, the actual
306 use of annotation to support reading digital texts is low. This sec-
307 tion describes the design and implementation of our improved dig-
308 ital reading and note-taking system, the ‘‘Digital Reading Desk,’’
309 that extends our previous work on lightweight design (Pearson
310 et al., 2009; Buchanan and Pearson, 2008). Although we are aware
311 that reading on paper does not provide a panacea to reproduce to
312 improve digital interaction, it does offer a proven, effective con-
313 trast (Landoni and Gibb, 2000). We anticipated that adopting the
314 interaction style of paper as closely as possible would lead to a
315 similar lightweight digital experience that would improve the
316 effectiveness of electronic reading.
317 The Digital Reading Desk provides a rich user experience, with
318 an interface for annotating documents with a minimum number
319 of tools. Rather than use extensive menus and dialogs, we exploit
320direct manipulation and an extended workspace to minimise a
321user’s interaction effort. We anticipate that minimising the cogni-
322tive attention being demanded by the tools will free more atten-
323tion for the main note-taking task. The three main aims (next) of
324this design will be used later in the paper as criteria for evaluating
325the system’s overall success.
3263.1. Design aims
327The main aims for the Digital Reading Desk are as follows:
328A1: Provide an expanded workspace where users can position
329notes independent of the current open page (Section
3301.2.1).
331A2: Combine annotation and place-holding into a single tool
332(Section 1.2.2).
333A3: Create drag-and-drop editing of notes to facilitate direct
334manipulation and encourage flow within the reading task
335(Section 1.2.3).
336
337We will refer back to these aims throughout this article; they
338are numbered for easy cross-referencing. The implementation of
339these aims will be evaluated in the user study to test their contri-
340bution to the overall usability of the design.
3413.2. Virtual desk area
342As stated in Section 1.1, previous studies of annotation con-
343cluded that the space surrounding the document, whether large
344margins or desk space, empowers a user’s note-taking. Although
345marginal space is seen in some software (e.g., Adobe Illustrator
346provides extra space surrounding its canvas area), it is seldom
347incorporated into document reading software. In order to improve
348the usability of such software we have included a virtual desk area
349as a backdrop for the document, which supplies extra space for the
350reader’s notes.
351As we are drawing on the behaviours of a physical book, it
352seemed consistent to present the book in a similar manner to pa-
353per. The PDF document being read is thus displayed in the same
354way as a physical book, as a double page spread is shown when
355the book is open, and a single page (either the front or back cover)
356when it is closed (Fig. 4). We anticipated that this consistency
357would cue users to interact with it like a physical book, and conse-
358quently to make better and more frequent use of the tools pro-
359vided. It should be noted that the desk area belongs to the
360document itself; therefore opening a new document will give the
361user a new desk. This feature fulfils aim A1.
3623.3. Unified Post-it tool
363Paper is multi-functional: it can be used for notes or for place-
364holding. To reproduce this, we amalgamate these roles into a single
365tool. We follow previous work on visual placeholders (Buchanan
366and Pearson, 2008), where they protrude from the side of docu-
367ments, like tabs in real books. Users can create notes and book-
368marks from the same object, and removed any constraints on
369where the ‘‘Post-its’’ can be positioned, implicitly providing three
370options:
3711. Completely within a document page.
3722. Protruding from the document, causing it to act as a
373bookmark.
3743. On the desk next to the document, or if the book is closed,
375Post-its can be placed in the area behind the document if
376desired.
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378 Thus, one tool now performs three separate functions: making
379 notes on specific pages (Point 1); making notes about the book as a
380 whole (Point 3) and creating notes that also act as placeholders
381 (Point 2). Post-its that also act as bookmarks not only navigate to
382 the correct page when clicked, but also ‘‘flip’’ from one side of the
383 book to the other depending on the current page. Post-its that book-
384 mark pages that are before the current page appear on the left of the
385 book, whereas those that are on pages after the current page appear
386 on the right (much like the system shown in Fig. 3). See Fig. 4 for
387 screen shots of the system. This is a potential solution to theproblem
388 of multiple, complicated tools (see Section 1.2.2) and fulfils Aim A2.
389 3.4. Drag and drop
390 To reduce on-screen menu clutter, we use a drag-and-drop style
391 interaction for the creation and deletion of Post-its. On the right of
392 the desk are three inexhaustible piles that can change colour using
393the palette at the top. To create a Post-it, the user drags one from
394the pile onto the document (Fig. 4). Notes are removed by dragging
395them back onto the pile. As well as the addition of text to the Post-
396its, they can be moved, resized or ‘‘lifted up’’ (to reveal text under-
397neath), borrowing from and extending the behaviour of physical
398notes. All interactions are performed without menus: to add text
399is a double click, ‘‘lifting up’’ is a single click, and so on. This inter-
400action addresses Aim A3, using direct manipulation and reduces
401the cognitive attention required by the tools, allowing the user to
402focus on the primary active reading task.
4034. User study
404This section reports a user study to assess the effectiveness of
405the Digital Reading Desk. The study compares our interface against
406two other designs that mirror common interactions of current dig-
407ital document reader software. A small pilot study was conducted
Post-its on 
desk (these 
will not be 
visible when 
the book is 
opened)
Post-its acting as 
bookmarks on pages 
after the current page
Post-it on desk 
(this will always be 
visible)
Post-it 
piles  
Post-it 
bookmark 
on current 
page
Post-it with 
text note on 
PDF itself
Post-it on desk (this is 
only visible when the 
book is closed)
Color palette 
which changes 
the color of the 
Post-it piles 
Post-its 
acting as 
bookmarks 
on pages 
before the 
current page
Post-it that 
has been 
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reveal 
original 
text under-
neath
Fig. 4. Screen shots from the Digital Reading Desk.
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408 before the one described below to refine both the system and study
409 design.
410 4.1. Comparison systems
411 To provide appropriate systems to compare our design against,
412 we implemented two additional interfaces. All three systems used
413 the same basic features (e.g., display and page navigation) to
414 provide consistent interaction, eliminate technical variables (e.g.,
415 rendering quality and speed) and avoid potential product bias etc.
416 The first baseline system, which we called traditional PDF
417 (Fig. 6), is modelled on conventional PDF readers (e.g., Adobe Acro-
418 bat). Post-its can only be used as notes (i.e., they do not support
419 bookmarking). They are created and deleted using pane dialogues:
420 e.g., to create a note the user first selects its size and colour from
421 options on the right of the window then click the
422 button to add it to the PDF (Fig. 5b). To delete a note the user must
423 right-click over the note and select . There is no usable
424 desk area around the document, and notes cannot be placed out-
425 side the PDF ‘‘page.’’ Once notes have been added, they provide
426 the same basic functions as those on the Reading Desk (i.e., they
427 can be moved, resized etc). Even this simple interaction is less
428 demanding than most current reader software, where these fea-
429 tures have to be accessed through menu navigation.
430 In what might be called the traditional PDF system, bookmarks
431 are completely separate to notes and are stored in the same or-
432 dered tree used by most digital reader software (Fig. 5a). To add
433 a bookmark, the user must navigate to the page then click
434 . To delete or rename, they must use the right
435 mouse button to access a short local menu. Note that these book-
436 marks are entirely user-created and do not include pre-defined
437 bookmarks generated by the author or publisher (e.g., Chapter
438 headings).
439 The second control system, called the traditional desk (Fig. 7),
440 provides an intermediate point between the traditional PDF and
441 reading desk systems. The traditional desk system is the traditional
442 PDF system with the addition of a desk area. Notes and bookmarks
443are again separate, but the notes can now be added to the desk as
444well as to the PDF itself.
4454.2. Research questions
446After implementing the Reading Desk interface, we laid down a
447set of research questions we hoped to answer via our comparative
448evaluation.
449RQ1: Do the tools and interface of the reading desk better sup-
450port users’ note-taking than either the traditional PDF
451and traditional desk systems?
452RQ2: Is drag-and-drop bookmarking (Reading Desk) easier to
453use than traditional, tree-listing of bookmarks (Traditional
454PDF and Desk systems)?
455RQ3: Will incorporating both notes and bookmarks into one
456unified tool (Reading Desk) make the interface easier to
457use than two separate ones (Traditional PDF and Desk
458systems)?
459RQ4: Will allowing users to place notes on a desk make it easier
460to make notes about the book as a whole (traditional desk
461and reading desk interfaces versus the traditional PDF
462presentation)?
463RQ5: Will a visual approach to creating and deleting notes
464(Reading Desk) will improve their ease of use?
465
466In order to answer these questions, our focus is on user ratings
467and remarks rather than using performance measures such as time
468to complete a task. This is because, as noted in Section 1.2, users of
469electronic reading software tend to do less note taking and express
470poor satisfactionwith the interaction for creating and editing notes.
4714.3. Procedure
472We recruited 16 participants of mixed age/gender and high skill
473level (post-graduate degrees or above) to take part in the study.
474The study was undertaken in a quiet, well-lit room with plentiful
475natural light. Each session took an average of one hour. After an
476overview of the experimental procedure and ethical issues, the
477users were familiarised with the systems before completing 3 sets
478(one for each of the three systems) of 9 closed tasks (T1–T9)—see
479Section 4.3.1. To mitigate possible learning effects, the order in
480which the systems were presented to the participants, and the or-
481der of the task sets, was systematically rotated. The users were
482then asked to perform a different open-ended reading task with
483each interface. The equipment used consisted of a mouse and key-
484board, plus a high definition (1920  1080 pixels) 17 inch (43 cm)
485widescreen display.
486After the studies, each participant completed a short question-
487naire that probed their current note-taking use. We then collected
48815 subjective responses from our participants: five overall ques-
489tions (Q1–Q5) and questions regarding the nine closed tasks (T1–
490T9). Each rating used a 5 point Likert scale from strongly disagree
491(1) to strongly agree (5). Finally, we conducted a semi-structured
492interview which questioned the participants on their experience
493of the systems and their impression of other note-taking tech-
494niques on paper and digital media. No video or audio recordings
495were taken during the study, though notes were taken by the ob-
496server. Screen capture was not possible, as this proved incompati-
497ble with the PDF rendering software. The final annotated files were
498anonymously stored for later use. The participants were given a $5
499gift voucher in return for their time.
5004.3.1. Study tasks
501The study comprised two major parts for each interface: a set of
502ten closed tasks, and one large open task. The closed tasks were
(a) Traditional Book-
marks
(b) Traditional Notes
Fig. 5. The bookmark and notes interfaces on the traditional PDF and traditional
desk systems.
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503 designed as learning aids and covered all the tools of each system,
504 permitting a detailed measurement of specific low-level interac-
505 tions. Each system experiment in the closed tasks used a different
506PDF document. The documents were assigned to systems in rota-
507tion to reduce any possible bias. The three documents used in
508the closed tasks used the same font type and size, and were around
Fig. 6. The traditional PDF system.
Fig. 7. The traditional desk system.
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509 108 pages each. The ten closed tasks varied slightly depending
510 upon the exact PDF used, but used the same basic functions. These
511 tasks correspond to the questions T1–T9 shown in Table 1. A typ-
512 ical closed task for a system within the study was:
513 T4: Create a note for page 6 that says ‘‘The name ‘Scrooge’ has entered
514 the English vocabulary as a synonym for a miser.’’
515 Due to their closed nature, this set of fixed tasks would not give
516 us an accurate representation of how users would take notes in
517 everyday life.
518 To obtain better information on ‘‘natural’’ user behaviour, the
519 second part of a user’s session with each interface was a larger
520 open task. The open task encouraged the participant to mark up
521 the documents in whatever manner they found most appropriate.
522 We anticipated that any ‘‘genuine’’ difference in the interaction
523 styles would result in distinct behaviours and output artefacts.
524 The open tasks used three separate PDFs, again rotated between
525 the interfaces for balance. The documents were of the same length
526 (8 pages) and the tasks had a common structure. A sample task
527 from a document entitled ‘‘Biofuels: Implications for food and agri-
528 culture’’ consisted of:
529 Read the article carefully, finding strong points for or against bio-fuels,
530 as well as any open questions that occur to you or any significant sta-
531 tistical data. Mark up the article with notes to help you explain your
532 interpretation of the text to another person. Summarise the article with
533 a brief paragraph that would explain your impression of it.
534 It is important to note that in an ideal world, we would under-
535 take a longitudinal study of the Digital Reading Desk in use by
536 appropriate users (e.g., academic researchers). It would be prema-
537 ture to embark on such a study before proving the system’s poten-
538 tial benefit in a more controlled environment, and it is unlikely
539 that users partaking in a longitudinal study would continue with
540 a tool with key deficits, hence an initial laboratory study was a first
541 step.
542 4.3.2. Study documents
543 The three PDFs used in the open tasks were designed and cre-
544 ated by us. The topic of these three documents were varied within
545 non-computer related topics and included multiple opinions and
546 issues. The titles of the three PDFs used in the open tasks were: Bio-
547 fuels: Implications for food and agriculture, Video games and their ef-
548 fect on childhood obesity, and Tanning Beds: is bronzed skin worth the
549 risks? The reason for the short document length (8 pages) in the
550 open tasks was due to the type of task being performed. Partici-
551 pants were asked to read each document carefully and make
552notes—longer documents might prove counter-productive by dis-
553couraging the main task of mark-up due to fatigue.
5544.4. Study metrics
555One major challenge we faced was that it is often complex to
556precisely assess the benefits of a new interactive paradigm. Ulti-
557mately, our hope was that our new interaction would encourage
558a change in the pattern of user behaviour, underpinned by lower
559mental effort, rather than make substantial time savings. Both
560our previous research, and our pilot study, demonstrated that time
561savings, whilst possible, were relatively small and, more impor-
562tantly, unlikely to significantly change the patterns of user behav-
563iour that have been seen as shortcomings of digital reading: that is,
564low rates of use, rather than problems centred on speed. Indeed, if
565we were successful in increasing digital annotation, we may actu-
566ally see that the time taken to produce notes will increase due to an
567increasing number of annotations. If the prior research correctly
568ascribes higher levels of annotation with more attentive reading,
569a more successful design will encourage readers to spend more
570time writing their notes.
571Mental effort is difficult to assess objectively, so we hoped ulti-
572mately to identify differences through the artefacts of open tasks.
573By studying how and where our participants made use of notes as
574well as the number of notes made, we are able to assess the useful-
575ness of the different aspects of the system, such as the desk area.
576Using artefacts as an evaluative method is problematic however.
577In our study, would a higher level of note-taking activity reflect a
578superior interface? Alternatively would more note-taking in fact
579indicate that reading is being interrupted and users are calling
580more on notes to support a reading task that has been made more
581complex? In order to obtain a principled model for our study, we
582have drawn strongly upon Shipman’s analysis of VKB (Shipman
583et al., 2004) who faced similar problems: the correct interpretation
584of artefacts and metrics for the task was imperfectly understood.
5854.5. Results
586The following section reports findings from the comparison
587study described above. Where appropriate, we have provided qual-
588itative data from the participants to substantiate our claims. The
589quotes given below are a sample of the more relevant pieces of dia-
590logue taken from the post-study questionnaires and the post-study
591interviews. The participant number of the user who gave the data
592is displayed in brackets after each quote (e.g. [PX]). The qualitative
593data was categorised and organised into simple codes by induction,
594organised by the relevant part of the semi-structured interview,
Table 1
Average subjective ratings (5 point Likert). X indicates a non-significant result.
Traditional PDF Traditional desk Reading desk ANOVA p
Avg SD Avg SD Avg SD (F)
Q1: The interface was easy to use 3.56 0.89 3.94 0.57 4.75 0.45 <0.001 (13.34)
Q2: The tools were easy to use 3.5 0.89 3.81 0.75 4.56 0.63 <0.001 (8.14)
Q3: The tools were easy to learn to use 4.25 0.77 4.25 0.77 4.81 0.40 0.032 (3.72)
Q4: I would use this system out of choice 2.5 1.03 2.81 1.05 4.06 1.18 <0.001 (9.22)
Q5: This system mimics paper well 2.44 1.03 3.06 0.93 4.31 0.79 <0.0001 (17.12)
T1: It was easy to create new bookmarks 4.00 0.97 3.94 0.93 4.63 0.62 0.05 (3.19)
T2: It was easy to create new notes for a specific page 3.88 1.15 4.06 0.99 4.75 0.45 0.024 (4.05)
T3: It was easy to look up old bookmarks 4.31 0.95 4.31 0.95 4.31 0.60 X (0)
T4: It was easy to create new notes for the book as a whole 2.81 1.42 4.38 0.89 4.63 0.62 <0.001 (14.49)
T5: It was easy to look up old notes 2.63 0.96 2.63 0.96 3.63 1.26 <0.014 (4.68)
T6: It was easy to collapse and expand notes 4.00 1.09 4.00 1.09 4.00 1.09 X (0)
T7: It was easy to amend old notes 3.94 1.06 3.94 1.06 3.94 1.06 X (0)
T8: It was easy to delete notes 4.25 0.93 4.31 0.87 4.63 0.80 X (0.85)
T9: It was easy to delete bookmarks 4.19 0.98 4.25 0.93 4.56 0.63 X (0.87)
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595 which followed the same overall structure as our quantitative
596 feedback. We have primarily selected those responses that in-
597 cluded comparison or rating utterances.
598 4.5.1. Subjective feedback
599 Table 1 reports the participants average subjective ratings. To
600 assess for statistical significance we performed an ANOVA test on
601 the 5 point Likert values.
602 General questions (Q1–Q5): The first general question posed to
603 our participants was how easy to use they found the interface.
604 The results of Q1 produced a highly significant preference for the
605 Reading Desk interface proving that it is the easiest to use of the
606 three. Similarly, Q2 (The tools were easy to use) and Q3 (The tools
607 were easy to learn to use) both produced significant ANOVA re-
608 sults, also concluding that the Reading Desk’s individual tool set
609 is also superior to those in the alternative systems. These results
610 indicate then, that RQ1 was satisfied with typical comments, such
611 as the following, being consistent with our quantitative findings:
612 ‘‘The reading desk system was so intuitive, it acts as real world experi-
613 ence would lead you to expect.’’ [P4]
614 ‘‘It fits in with the book style and look—I think even my mother could
615 use this.’’ [P3]
616 We also wanted to determine if participants felt the Reading
617 Desk could be put to everyday use. Q4 (I would use this system
618 out of choice) produced promising Likert values which proved sta-
619 tistically significant. This result is strengthened by user comments
620 such as:
621 ‘‘The last one [digital reading desk] is pretty awesome, it is a big
622 improvement over Preview for the Mac.’’ [P9]
623 ‘‘It [the Digital Reading Desk] is cool—it makes logical sense, like real
624 books.’’ [P5]
625 The last of the general questions addressed how well our Read-
626 ing Desk mimics the behaviour of paper. Although imitating the
627 properties of paper may not be a perfect solution to the problems
628 faced with digital mark-up tools, we feel it may enhance usability
629 in some areas. Q5 then (This system mimics paper well), yielded
630 highly significant Likert values which favour the Digital Reading
631 Desk.
632 Specific tasks (T1–T9): As well as the five overall questions (Q1–
633 Q5), the users were also probed about their thoughts on the closed
634 tasks they performed (T1–T9).
635 The first task, T1 (It was easy to create new bookmarks) con-
636 firmed that users found creating new bookmarks easier with the
637 Reading Desk’s drag-and-drop method rather than the tree display.
638 Participants’ comments from the post-study interviews strength-
639 ened this finding:
640 ‘‘I prefer being able to drag anddrop—it relates more to real life.’’ [P9]
641 ‘‘It’s more intuitive, you don’t need to teach it because I already know
642 how.’’ [P14]
643 ‘‘Dragging is much better, I’d rather drag thanclick—it’s far more fun.’’
644 [P5]
645 During the pilot studies, it became clear that users tend to make
646 two types of note: those that specific to a page (e.g., a note about a
647 paragraph), and those for the document as a whole (e.g., a book
648 summary). Where users place notes typically indicates of their
649 type: for instance, notes about specific pages are usually placed
650 on the page they relate to, whereas notes about the document as
651 a whole are often placed either on the front cover, or on the desk
652 to enable persistent access to the material. As a result, the tasks
653 probing new note creation has been divided into two distinct ques-
654 tions: T2 (It was easy to create new notes for a specific page) and T4
655 (It was easy to create new notes for the book as a whole). We
656 anticipated that Q4 would elicit useful feedback on the Desk ele-
657ment of our design; the observed behaviours and artefact place-
658ments are discussed later. Subjective user ratings for the creation
659of notes for a specific page produced an advantage for the Reading
660Desk, despite high Likert scores for all systems, and the ANOVA test
661was statistically significant.
662For creating new notes for a book as a whole, ANOVA (followed
663by Tukey’s HSD) shows a clear distinction between the two desk
664implementations (the Reading and Traditional Desk systems) com-
665pared to the Traditional PDF. This strongly suggests that the desk
666feature provides a useful area for placing notes about a document
667as a whole. These results, plus the data from participants’ summary
668placement (Table 2) confirms RQ4, that placing notes on a desk will
669be easier for making notes about a whole book.
670T2 and T4 explored the methods for Post-It creation. The three
671systems exploit two separate interactions: the Traditional systems
672(seen in Fig. 5b), use a click-button interface while the Reading
673Desk employs drag-and-drop. Both tasks T2 and T4 show differ-
674ences between these two interactions, supported by user responses
675which included:
676‘‘Drag-and-drop was much easier to create new notes in different col-
677ours and sizes . . .you could see what it would look like before you place
678it.’’ [P12]
679‘‘Dragging and dropping notes is more intuitive, why have menus when
680a picture [piles of Post-its] is better?’’ [P3]
681Despite the different interactions for bookmarks, task T3 (It was
682easy to look up old bookmarks) resulted in identical ratings for all
683three interfaces, a non-significant result. We conclude that there is
684no significant performance problem with the look up feature of our
685new bookmark interaction as the average Likert rating for all three
686systems was 4.31 out of 5.
687In the two benchmark systems (Traditional PDF and Desk) the
688bookmark and note features were split into two distinct tools,
689while in the Reading Desk interaction they were merged. It thus
690seemed appropriate to ask, how easy users found it to look up
691old notes (T5: It was easy to look up old notes). The results pro-
692duced a significant result favouring the Digital Reading Desk.
693Although several users suggested that an improved note look-up
694system (e.g., an additional togglable list) would prove beneficial,
695these results illustrate the popularity of the drag-and-drop interac-
696tion (Reading Desk) compared to the two traditional
697implementations.
698RQ3 then, has also been confirmed using the subjective opinions
699of the participants including commments such as:
700‘‘It [the unified tool] was smooth, it simplifies the interface without sac-
701rificing functionality.’’ [P2]
702‘‘It’s easier to act instinctively with the one tool as you are always
703reaching for the same things.’’ [P2]
704‘‘It [the unified tool] makes life easier. In real life you wouldn’t have a
705pile of Post-its and a pile of bookmarks you would just use a Post-it
706for both.’’ [P14]
Table 2
Summary placement (% of participants).
Trad PDF Trad desk Reading desk
Front Page 75% 19% 31%
Back Page 16% 3% 3%
Page Two 6% 0% 0%
Other 3% 0% 0%
Desk (always visible) N/A 69% 57%
Desk (behind first page) N/A 9% 6%
Desk (behind last page) N/A 0% 3%
Desk (Combined) N/A 78% 66%
Book (Combined) 100% 22% 34%
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707 Tasks T6 and T7 produced the same mean scores for each
708 system, and thus had non-significant results. These were, however,
709 tasks where functionality was the same across all three systems,
710 and similar results are both to be expected, and confirm participant
711 neutrality. The final tests, T8 (It was easy to delete notes) and T9 (It
712 was easy to delete bookmarks) yielded non-significant ANOVA
713 results.
714 Although tasks T8 and T9 did not produce significant results,
715 there is other evidence that the drag-and-drop creation and dele-
716 tion of Post-its is more popular than the traditional ‘‘menu-and-
717 click’’ method. While participants found both methods easy to
718 use, they had a preference, as seen in Fig. 8. These results show that
719 the majority (81%) of the participants felt that the drag-and-drop
720 method was much better than traditional methods, (i.e., right
721 click/delete). This is supported by the result of a v2 test with Yates’
722 corrections: v2 (4, N = 16) = 35.875 p < 0.0001). Participants’ com-
723 ments included:
724 ‘‘The drag-and-drop system was much the same as paper—chucking a
725 note back on the pile is like screwing it up and throwing it away.’’ [P3]
726 ‘‘Dragging notes back onto the pile is much simpler and more intuitive
727 than fiddling with menus as this breaks me out of my train of thought.’’
728 [P2]
729 Thus, RQ5 is partially supported by our results.
730 4.5.2. Patterns of use and user behaviour
731 As well as the post-study interviews and questionnaires, we
732 also evaluated our participants’ use of the three systems through
733 observations of their interaction in the open tasks, and analysis
734 of the final marked-up documents. From this data, we identified
735 a range of interesting mark-up behaviours.
736 The use of bookmarks differed significantly between the sys-
737 tems: 75% of participants used them on the Reading Desk system;
738 while only 25% and 19% used them on the Traditional PDF and Desk
739 systems respectively. This threefold increase in bookmark use
740 strongly suggests that the unified Post-it tool actually encourages
741 their use. The results of a v2 test on this data gave significant re-
742 sults: v2(2, N = 16) = 7.684 p = 0.021.
743 Secondly, the uptake of the desk area was promising, with many
744 participants making use of it when available. The behavioural data
745 from users placement of document summaries is one example of
746 this. Table 2 reports the results from task T4 (making notes on
747 the book as a whole) as well as summarising behaviour in the open
748 tasks. To assess statistical significance, we performed a v2 test with
749 Yates’ corrections (primarily due to the low frequency of ‘‘back
750 page’’ option). Not surprisingly, the difference between the Read-
751 ing Desk and Traditional Desk systems is not-significant, however
752 the results of these systems versus the PDF system produced a
753 highly significant result of v2(4, N = 16) = 26.93 p < 0.0001. It is
754 clear from data that the desk is the preferred position for document
755summaries. There is further support from the post-study
756interviews:
757‘‘I always make summaries separately so being able to put them on the
758desk is nice as you can always see it and make notes as you go.’’ [P8]
759‘‘The desk is good because it is always in arms reach.’’ [P11]
760Somecircumstances inwhich adesk areawas said to beuseful in-
761cluded: storing summaries of whole books rather than specific
762pages; taking notes to support direct reading (e.g., ‘‘read this first,’’
763or a task reminder); for common definitions; character biographies.
764In terms of RQ2, Fig. 8 reports preferences for bookmark presen-
765tation: traditional (tree-list) versus drag-and-drop (unified Post-it
766tool). While 69% of the participants rated the unified Post-it tool
767to be slightly or much better than the traditional tree list, this re-
768sult was not statistically significant (p = 0.12). Our results are thus
769supportive rather than conclusive. While tab style bookmarks are,
770overall, more popular, participants reported useful properties of
771the tree bookmark list, particularly when looking up notes. One
772commented:
773‘‘Creating and reading should be drag-and-drop; and browsing should
774be a list.’’ [P14]
775—which indicates that the overview of a tree-list is more bene-
776ficial for reviewing notes than the visual tab interface, while the
777reading desk interface is better for creating them. A likely improve-
778ment might be incorporating a togglable list into the reading desk
779interface.
7804.5.3. Results summary
781The results of our study have demonstrated a number of advan-
782tages created by the use of a larger workspace around the docu-
783ment (the desk) and the provision of drag-and-drop control of
784notes and bookmarks in a unified Post-it tool. This general picture
785is underlined by the participants’ response to Q5, which yielded a
786clear outcome. Even more importantly, user behaviour changed in
787the Reading Desk design: specifically, users made more use of
788notes and bookmarks. This change in behaviour has proved an elu-
789sive goal for researchers in the past. Our current design can likely
790be improved, and the causes of success more closely examined.
7915. Discussion
792The data from our study has provided evidence that there are a
793number of impacts from the adoption of a direct manipulation
794interaction style. There were differences in user behaviour during
795the open tasks. The key advantages of the system include: the desk
796area surrounding the document, the unified Post-it tool (including
797tabbed bookmarks) and the simplified drag-and-drop create and
798delete techniques.
799The role of margin space within digital document readers has
800been addressed in a previous study (Pearson et al., 2009). We used
801that work as a basis for introducing the desk area. Observed behav-
802iour in the study, and analysis of the subjective feedback, con-
803firmed the utility of the desk area, and proved RQ4.
804We have also identified several key advantages of the unified
805tool, including its ability to support bookmarking and notes in
806one tool. The unified system was also rated easier to learn. Partic-
807ipant behaviour and feedback both supported and confirmed RQ3.
808The participants also expressed their preference for the book-
809mark ‘tab’ system, an enhancement of an earlier interface (Bucha-
810nan and Pearson, 2008) (Fig. 3). As with the earlier design, users
811can track pages of interest by means of coloured tabs that stick
812out of the sides of the document. Unlike the earlier system, which
813used page order to determine the visual position of a bookmark
814(i.e., bookmarks at the top are on lower page numbers than those
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Fig. 8. Subjective reviews of the annotation and bookmark portions of the systems.
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815 on the bottom), the drag-and-drop system, by allowing users the
816 freedom to drag notes anywhere, loses this sense of order. This
817 may be a contributory factor for the participants view that a hybrid
818 bookmark interface with both drag-and-drop tab and togglable
819 tree-list features would be beneficial.
820 5.1. Lessons learnt
821 The challenge of improving the interaction of document reader
822 software is not trivial. Progress has been slow despite years of con-
823 certed effort (Marshall and Bly, 2005; O’Hara and Sellen, 1997;
824 Schilit et al., 1998b). This research aimed to improve the use of
825 annotation and place-holding features in a digital document read-
826 er, by using one dual-purpose tool where currently there are two
827 separate tools. The unification of place-holding and annotation
828 mirrors the practices of working with physical documents (Mar-
829 shall, 1997; Adler et al., 1998). We hypothesised that providing a
830 single tool would produce user behaviour that more closely reflects
831 the behaviours seen on paper. This unified approach extends previ-
832 ous work (Buchanan and Pearson, 2008; Pearson et al., 2009; Schi-
833 lit et al., 1998b), and applied the general lessons learnt, providing
834 the free placement of notes and an extended workspace beyond
835 the nominal paper bounds of the document display.
836 Our evaluation demonstrated several advantages to our design.
837 We did not expect significant differences in the time performance
838 of adding notes in the various interfaces, nor did we anticipate that
839 a drag-and-drop interaction would be dramatically easier to use
840 than a menu based method. Rather, we anticipated that the differ-
841 ent interaction styles would result in a greater use of notes and
842 placeholders in the unified tool, particularly in open tasks. This dif-
843 ference was observed in our study. The evidence gathered is not,
844 we believe, conclusive proof that a single tool for annotation and
845 place-holding is the optimal design, but there is a clear improve-
846 ment over having two separate tools. It is our conjecture that a sin-
847 gle tool will becomemore familiar to the user and through this will
848 require less cognitive attention. It will require further experimen-
849 tation to prove this conclusively.
850 A continuing goal for our research is to understand how to make
851 interacting with digital documents lightweight. We do not believe
852 that all interaction with paper is lightweight: obviously, searching
853 for a word deep in a document is more laborious than when done
854 on a computer. One understanding of lightweight, then, is that sec-
855 ondary, supportive tasks such as annotation become lightweight
856 when they require minimal cognitive attention. Direct manipula-
857 tion may support a reduction in cognitive load when compared
858 to current designs. However, lightweight is more than a single is-
859 sue. Unified tools may also assist in the reduction of cognitive ef-
860 fort; so may the use of colour and other visual cues. Our current
861 designs thus contribute to a better understanding of how to make
862 digital interaction with documents lightweight.
863 5.2. Reader appliances
864 As digital documents and reading appliances become more
865 common, the need for efficient reader software becomes a neces-
866 sity (Pearson et al., 2010). A fundamental problem with specialist
867 reading devices is their lack of screen real-estate. Where the lim-
868 ited display is dedicated to the document, this provides minimal
869 space for notes and placeholders. In addition, the limited button
870 controls of reader hardware makes it difficult to deliver a drag-
871 and-drop interface.
872 There have been several attempts to improve the usability of
873 eInk hardware. Chen et al. (2008) discuss the benefits of a dual-dis-
874 play e-book reader. The authors describe various problems with
875 current methods, including differing affordances between paper
876 and digital, and the lack of screen space. To remedy these prob-
877lems, they introduced a second display and support embodied
878interactions such as folding, flipping and fanning that they describe
879as lightweight navigation. Their user study proved that the light-
880weight aspects of the design supported reading, but the embodied
881interactions did not.
882Returning to the Digital Reading Desk, our current implementa-
883tion is set in the context of a desktop environment. Some of the de-
884sign decisions we have made rely on the ready availability of larger
885expanses of screen estate. However, on many reading appliances,
886this is in shorter supply. The principles that underpin our design
887could readily inform superior interactions for reading appliances:
888for example, note tabs can be rendered in a very space-efficient
889form, retaining many of their advantages without significantly
890reducing the available reading space. Not all parts of our design
891will translate so readily. However, the underlying principles may
892be used to inform different designs that would be more effective
893where screen estate is more limited.
8945.3. Annotation types
895In this paper, we have specifically focussed on written annota-
896tion in the form of Post-it notes, and on place-holding. There is
897are, clearly, other forms of mark-up which we did not explore
898(e.g., highlighting). Some of our key principles—for example, using
899one tool for multiple purposes—could also be applied to other
900annotation tools. In the case of a highlighter, abstracting to a
901pen-like tool would permit both drawing and highlighting in one.
902For the purposes of our immediate research, we limited ourselves
903to a smaller set of mark-up methods to avoid casting our research
904too widely to draw meaningful conclusions. It is now, clearly, an
905avenue of future work to expand the range of tools whilst re-test-
906ing and re-applying the principles this first stage of research has
907proven. For our existing methods, and future tools, one key advan-
908tage of digital texts remains—that the ‘‘original’’ does not have to
909be permanently defaced by the user’s annotation.
910We have previously demonstrated the value of temporary
911placeholders (Buchanan and Pearson, 2008), and these are of par-
912ticular value when a user is switching between a number of docu-
913ments. In the digital realm, the potential of supporting interlinking
914comments between documents has yet to be fully explored, and
915there are few established methods on paper that have proved at
916all common in use. This is one area where our general lightweight
917approach may prove useful in creating novel interactions that do
918not simply mimic a paper precedent. The desk area is one potential
919feature of our design that could be used across and between docu-
920ments, for example.
9215.4. Possible future work
922The information gathered during the post-study interview has
923given leads for improving the current design. For example, several
924users commented that the two-dimensional display of the text—
925particularly the edge of the book—made it hard to see where the
926Post-it bookmarks were positioned within the document (i.e.,
927which ones were close to the front/back). To remedy this short-
928coming, a visual cue could give a better indication of where each
929bookmark is placed in relation to others in the document. In the
930physical world, a number of subtle cues combine to give such
931information—like the changed hues of Post-its with changing
932depth, and touch. However, literal reproduction of this in digital
933form may be either ineffective or impossible. Potential digital solu-
934tions to this issue include adding dots to the navigation bar, similar
935to the interface presented by Byrd (1999), or a graph visualisation
936as suggested by Harper et al. (2003).
937It would be beneficial to conduct a more in-depth study of the
938system, when using longer documents and over a longer period
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939 of time. This would obtain a more naturalistic view of how users
940 make use of the tools in their everyday mark-up tasks. A diary
941 study over several days or weeks, or a longitudinal log analysis
942 could both contribute to such a study.
943 Finally, at present, the desk is connected with the PDF that is
944 open, meaning that opening a new PDF will give you a fresh desk.
945 Although this is useful, it may also be worth considering the need
946 for a persistent ‘‘meta-desk’’ that would mimic physical practices
947 more closely, as some tasks may require the need for notes to be
948 kept across multiple documents (Marshall, 2008).
949 6. Conclusions
950 It is well established that digital document mark-up tools are
951 used less than their paper equivalents (O’Hara and Sellen, 1997;
952 Marshall, 1997; Marshall and Brush, 2002). All note-taking tools
953 can be seen as aids to a primary task, thinking of what to write.
954 It is essential to the overall flow (Csikszentmihihalyi, 1990) that
955 using these secondary tools is intuitive and tacit, to maximise
956 the attention available for the main task. In the physical world this
957 is usually the case. Scribbling notes on a Post-it, then placing it on a
958 particular passage of text, is so straightforward that users often do
959 it without thinking. In contrast, the equivalent digital tools are far
960 less intuitive and suffer from low rates of use.
961 This article builds on previous research (Buchanan and Pearson,
962 2008; Pearson et al., 2009) to design digital mark-up tools that mi-
963 mic the affordances of paper. We reduced the cognitive effort these
964 tools demand, and increased the user’s attention on the main read-
965 ing task. Our improved design includes two key features: drag-
966 and-drop Post-its that support both annotation and place-holding
967 into one tool and a ‘‘desk’’ area that provides a static workspace
968 around the document. We also reduced the menu system by
969 exploiting drag-and-drop interactions for creating and deleting
970 Post-its.
971 Our comparative study concluded that the interaction we cre-
972 ated, using unified direct manipulation interaction combined with
973 an extended workspace was preferred by participants. This sup-
974 ported our conjecture that a single unified tool for place-holding
975 and note-taking would minimise mental effort. The feedback of
976 participants also uncovered the value of the extended workspace
977 for placing summaries and on-going notes to support longer term
978 tasks. Most strikingly, we achieved an increase in the use of
979 note-taking and place-holding tools in the preferred interface. A
980 survey of the literature failed to uncover a similar outcome in
981 any other study. Though further work is required to continue to
982 improve on these results, we believe that this is an important, if
983 early, step towards an understanding of how to deliver lightweight
984 (Marshall and Bly, 2005) tools for digital active reading.
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